Abstract Two modes of response selection-a mediated route involving categorization and a nonmediated route involving instance-based memory retrieval-have been proposed to explain response congruency effects in taskswitching situations. In the present study, we sought a better understanding of the development and characteristics of the nonmediated route. In two experiments involving training and transfer phases, we investigated practice effects at the level of individual target presentations, transfer effects associated with changing category-response mappings, target-specific effects from comparisons of old and new targets during transfer, and the percentages of early responses associated with task-nonspecific response selection (the target preceded the task cue on every trial). The training results suggested that the nonmediated route is quickly learned in the context of target-cue order and becomes increasingly involved in response selection with practice. The transfer results suggested that the target-response instances underlying the nonmediated route involve abstract response labels coding response congruency that can be rapidly remapped to alternative responses, but not rewritten when category-response mappings change after practice. Implications for understanding the nonmediated route and its relationship with the mediated route are discussed.
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Keywords Response congruency . Categorization . Memory retrieval . Response selection . Task switching Task-switching research has generally focused on the performance of well-practiced tasks involving frequently repeated target stimuli and fixed response mappings (for reviews, see Kiesel et al., 2010; Vandierendonck, Liefooghe, & Verbruggen, 2010) . Practice effects have been analyzed in some studies (e.g., Buchler, Hoyer, & Cerella, 2008; Logan & Schneider, 2006; Minear & Shah, 2008) , but rarely at the level of individual target presentations to assess item-specific learning (Waszak, Hommel, & Allport, 2003) , even though such learning could influence how responses are selected in ambiguous task-switching situations. In the present study, we investigated the time course of learning for individual targets in a task-switching context to achieve insight regarding the development and characteristics of a nonmediated route for response selection.
A distinction can be made between two routes for response selection in task-switching situations: a mediated route and a nonmediated route (Kiesel, Wendt, & Peters, 2007; Meiran & Kessler, 2008; Schneider, 2014 Schneider, , 2015 Schneider & Logan, 2009 . The mediated route involves categorizing a target with respect to one or more tasks, then using the instructed category-response mappings to choose a response. The route is mediated because the intermediate step of categorization is performed (i.e., target → category → response). The nonmediated route involves using a target to retrieve a response directly from long-term memory following instance-based learning of target-response associations during practice (Logan, 1988 (Logan, , 2002 . The route is nonmediated because the intermediate step of categorization is omitted (i.e., target → response). If a target's categories are mapped to different responses or a target is directly associated with different responses, then a task cue is needed to resolve the ambiguity and enable selection of a task-appropriate response.
Evidence supporting the existence of the mediated and nonmediated routes has come from studies of response congruency effects in task-switching performance (for an overview, see Schneider, 2015) . To understand response congruency, consider an experiment in which origin (living or nonliving) and size (small or large) judgments are performed on the referents of target words (e.g., mosquito, camel, dime, boulder). If the two categories for each task are mapped to different response keys, with both tasks involving the same pair of keys (e.g., living and small mapped to a left key; nonliving and large mapped to a right key; see Fig. 1 ), then some targets will be congruent and require the same response regardless of the task (e.g., mosquito requires a left keypress response), and other targets will be incongruent and require different responses depending on the task (e.g., camel requires left and right keypress responses for the origin and size tasks, respectively). The response congruency effect is the finding of better performance for congruent than for incongruent targets (e.g., Brown, Reynolds, & Braver, 2007; Kiesel et al., 2007; Meiran & Kessler, 2008; Monsell, Sumner, & Waters, 2003; Schneider, 2014 Schneider, , 2015 Schneider & Logan, 2009 Sudevan & Taylor, 1987) . The effect can arise from the mediated route if response selection is facilitated when the same response is activated by congruent target categories, and impaired when different responses are activated by incongruent target categories. The effect can arise from the nonmediated route if response selection is facilitated when a unique response is retrieved by a congruent target, and impaired when conflicting responses are retrieved by an incongruent target.
The existence of the mediated route has been supported by observations of response congruency effects in situations in which target-response instances are not available for retrieval, leaving categorization as the only mechanism for response selection. These findings include response congruency effects with nonrepeated targets (Schneider, 2015) , unpracticed target-response mappings (Liefooghe, De Houwer, & Wenke, 2013; Liefooghe, Wenke, & De Houwer, 2012 ; but see Waszak, Wenke, & Brass, 2008) , and irrelevant distractors that never serve as targets (Reisenauer & Dreisbach, 2013) . Related findings have been reported by Wenke, Gaschler, and Nattkemper (2007) and, in the context of the flanker compatibility effect, by Meiran (2007, 2009) . The existence of the nonmediated route has been supported by observations of inverted response congruency effects in situations in which category-response mappings are reversed for one task but not for the other, switching the response congruency of targets (Waszak, Pfister, & Kiesel, 2013; Wendt & Kiesel, 2008) . However, additional evidence for the nonmediated route has been scarce, leaving unanswered questions about its development and characteristics.
We focused on two questions about the nonmediated route in the present study. First, what is the time course of learning for the nonmediated route? It is unclear how quickly the route can become functional as target-response instances accumulate in memory because response congruency effects have not been reported at the level of individual target presentations. Second, how are responses represented in the nonmediated route? It is unclear whether responses are represented in target-response instances at the specific level of manual keypresses (e.g., left or right keypress) or at the more abstract level of response congruency. The aforementioned findings of inverted response congruency effects with reversed category-response mappings (Waszak et al., 2013; Wendt & Kiesel, 2008 ) cannot be used to distinguish between those possibilities in the absence of a comparison with a situation in which category-response mappings change but response congruency does not.
We conducted two task-switching experiments to answer these questions, as well as a question about the extent to which advance target processing can occur in task-switching situations. A notable aspect of both the mediated and the nonmediated routes is that responding to a congruent target does not necessarily entail exclusive performance of the relevant task on a trial (Schneider, 2015) . The mediated route selects a response by categorizing the target with respect to both tasks (relevant and irrelevant), whereas the nonmediated route selects a response by direct memory retrieval, which does not require processing with respect to either experimentally Fig. 1 Examples of category-response mappings for the training and transfer phases defined task. Consequently, it is logically possible to select a response for a congruent target before the relevant task is known. This raises an important question: When given the opportunity, do subjects engage in the advance target processing afforded by the mediated and nonmediated routes?
This question cannot be answered using the typical cued task-switching procedure of presenting the task cue before the target (cue-target order; for a review, see Meiran, 2014) . However, advance target processing can be investigated by presenting the target before the cue (target-cue order). This reversal of the stimulus order is rare in contemporary taskswitching research (Ruge, Braver, & Meiran, 2009; Schneider & Logan, 2014) , but the rarity of a procedural variation does not imply that it is uninformative, as has been revealed by earlier research. In some of the first studies of cued task switching, Shaffer (1965 Shaffer ( , 1966 compared performance with cue-target and target-cue orders, finding that presenting either the cue or the target first led to better performance than did simultaneous presentation. Interestingly, taskswitch costs (slower performance for task switches than for task repetitions) were not affected by stimulus order, leading Shaffer to suggest that the benefit of advance stimulus processing was to reduce the contribution of stimulus encoding time to overall response time (RT). Related findings and conclusions were reported in subsequent studies (Bernstein & Segal, 1968; Biederman, 1973; Davis & Taylor, 1967 ). Biederman's study of mental arithmetic, in which the arithmetic operator (cue) was presented before or after the numerical operands (target), is particularly relevant in the present context because he obtained evidence suggesting that subjects precomputed the answers for both possible arithmetic operators when the targets were presented first, which is the kind of dualtask processing associated with the mediated route for response selection. Thus, the results of these studies suggest that advance target processing could progress from stimulus encoding to preliminary response selection in some contexts, a conclusion made possible by investigating target-cue order.
Advance target processing was still limited in previous studies that involved target-cue order because the targets were often incongruent, making the cues useful and necessary for accurate performance (Kantowitz & Sanders, 1972) . This limitation was absent in a recent study of ours (Schneider & Logan, 2014) in which performance with cue-target and target-cue orders was assessed for both incongruent and congruent targets (see also Ruge et al., 2009 ). The results revealed faster performance with both stimulus orders than with simultaneous presentation, replicating previous findings (Bernstein & Segal, 1968; Biederman, 1973; Davis & Taylor, 1967; Shaffer, 1965 Shaffer, , 1966 . Critically, we found response congruency effects for both stimulus orders, implicating either the mediated or the nonmediated route (or both) in performance. These results were obtained regardless of whether the stimulus orders were presented in separate blocks or intermixed within the same blocks of trials, suggesting that target-cue order did not induce a markedly different processing strategy than did cue-target order, but not implying that processing was wholly equivalent. Evidence of advance target processing was provided by three aspects of the data from the target-cue order trials. First, RT became shorter as the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) became longer, suggesting that some target encoding occurred during the SOA. Second, the response congruency effect on RT increased with SOA (primarily reflecting a speedup in responding for congruent targets), suggesting that targets were processed to the level of response selection during the SOA. Third, at the longest SOA used (800 ms), subjects responded to congruent targets prior to cue onset on over 35 % of trials, which represented unequivocal evidence that advance target processing involved response selection.
These results indicated that our subjects engaged in advance target processing when given the opportunity to do so, but it remained unclear whether the mediated or the nonmediated route was primarily responsible for early response selection. In Schneider and Logan (2014) , we showed that a computational model of the mediated route (compound cue retrieval; Schneider & Logan, 2005 ) could account for major features of our data when the mediated route was allowed to function with only one stimulus, but those modeling results did not exclude a potential contribution of the nonmediated route, which we suggested would have to be integrated with the mediated route to develop a more comprehensive model of response selection in task switching. Indeed, given that the nonmediated route does not depend on processing the target with respect to either task signaled by the cue, we contend that it may be more likely than the mediated route to generate responses to congruent targets prior to cue onset, but only after enough target-response instances have accumulated in memory from practice. Thus, it is possible that practice-related changes in early response selection for congruent targets can provide insight regarding the time course of learning for the nonmediated route, thereby helping to answer one of the questions about the nonmediated route that motivated the present study.
Our experiments had four features that allowed us to examine the development and characteristics of the nonmediated route. First, we measured performance at the level of individual target presentations, which enabled fine-grained observation of practice effects and calculation of response congruency effects for each target presentation. Note that a response congruency effect for the first target presentation would represent evidence of the mediated route and replicate Schneider's (2015) results with nonrepeated targets. Changes in the response congruency effect with practice would largely represent the initiation and increasing involvement of the nonmediated route. Second, after a training phase in which practice effects were established, we had a transfer phase in which the category-response mappings changed (as described below), which provided a way to examine the nature of the response representation in memory and to replicate Wendt and Kiesel's (2008) results (in Experiment 2). Third, we introduced new targets in the transfer phase, which enabled comparisons with old targets to determine whether practice and transfer effects were generic or target-specific. Fourth, we presented the target before the task cue on every trial, which provided a third dependent measure besides RT and error rate: the percentage of early responses, p(early), which are responses occurring prior to cue onset. Used previously by Schneider and Logan (2014) and alluded to earlier, p(early) is informative because congruent targets afford response selection and execution before the relevant task is known; therefore, p(early) can be used to measure the extent of advance target processing irrespective of the task-switching circumstances, potentially yielding additional evidence regarding the development of the nonmediated route.
Experiment 1
Experiment 1 involved switching between origin (living or nonliving) and size (small or large) tasks performed on target words. Same-task categories were mapped to different response keys, but the categories mapped to each response during training were remapped to the alternative response during transfer (see Fig. 1 ). Consequently, all category-response mappings changed, but response congruency for a given target was maintained from training to transfer. The target was presented before the cue on every trial to provide an opportunity for advance target processing. The questions of interest were how quickly the nonmediated route would be learned and whether its functionality would be disrupted by the changed category-response mappings, providing insight regarding the nature of the response representation.
Method
Subjects Twenty-four students from Vanderbilt University participated for course credit.
Apparatus, tasks, and stimuli Computers displayed stimuli on monitors and registered responses from QWERTY keyboards. The stimuli were displayed in white 12-point Courier New font on a black background, viewed at a distance of about 50 cm. The tasks were origin and size judgments of the referents of target words. The origin task involved categorizing a target as living or nonliving and was cued by the word ORIGIN or LIFE. The size task involved categorizing a target as small or large (relative to the size of a basketball) and was cued by the word SIZE or MAGNITUDE. We used two cues per task to maintain continuity with our previous work (e.g., Schneider & Logan, 2014) . The targets were 64 words divided equally into two sets, with eight targets for each category combination in each set (see Appendix A). The mean word length was 5.7 letters and the mean word frequency was 3.1 occurrences per million. Separate 2 (set) × 2 (origin) × 2 (size) analyses of variance (ANOVAs) on each variable revealed no significant effects, all Fs < 1.
Procedure Subjects sat at computers in individual testing rooms after providing informed consent for a study protocol approved by the Vanderbilt University Institutional Review Board. Instructions were presented onscreen and explained by the experimenter. The experiment was divided into training and transfer phases, both involving the same trial procedure. Each trial began with two vertically arranged fixation crosses presented centrally onscreen. After 500 ms, both crosses disappeared and a target was presented. After an additional 800 ms, a cue was presented. The cue and target appeared at the previous locations of the top and bottom crosses, respectively. Subjects were informed that a response was allowed any time after target onset. If they responded before or less than 250 ms after cue onset, the trial continued until the cue was presented and had been displayed for 250 ms, and then the screen was cleared. If they responded more than 250 ms after cue onset, then the screen was cleared immediately after the response. Thus, regardless of when a response occurred, both the cue and the target were presented on each trial. After the screen was cleared, it remained blank for 500 ms, and then the fixation display for the next trial was presented. Responses were made with the BZ^and B/^keys on the keyboard, with same-task categories mapped to different keys (see Fig. 1 ) and all possible category-response mappings counterbalanced across subjects. Reminders of the mappings appeared in the bottom corners of the screen.
In the training phase, subjects completed mini-blocks of 32 trials involving the targets from one set (the sets were counterbalanced across subjects). Cues and targets were randomly selected in each mini-block, with each cue occurring eight times and each target occurring once. There were 20 mini-blocks (640 trials); therefore, each target was presented 20 times during training. A rest period occurred after every two mini-blocks, which together represented a single, uninterrupted block from the subject's perspective. In the transfer phase, subjects received instructions about changed categoryresponse mappings: The categories mapped to each response during training were remapped to the alternative response during transfer. For example, if a subject had pressed the BZ^key for living or small and the B/^key for nonliving or large during training, then he or she would press the BZk ey for nonliving or large and the B/^key for living or small during transfer (see Fig. 1 ). Thus, all category-response mappings changed, but response congruency was maintained from training to transfer (i.e., a congruent target in training was congruent in transfer, and an incongruent target in training was incongruent in transfer). The onscreen reminders of the mappings changed appropriately. Subjects were informed that new targets would be mixed among the old targets in the transfer phase, which involved blocks of 64 trials with the targets from both sets. Old targets were those from the set used in training, and new targets were those from the unused set. Targets were randomly selected in each block, with each target occurring once. There were four blocks (256 trials); therefore, each target was presented four times during transfer. A rest period occurred after every block.
Results and discussion
RT was defined relative to target onset. We excluded trials with RTs longer than 4,000 ms from all analyses (1.5 % of trials) and excluded error trials from the RT analysis. We included trials with responses that occurred before cue presentation in the RT and error analyses because there were many empty cells when response type (before or after cue presentation) was included as an additional variable in the analyses or when we restricted the analyses to trials with responses that occurred after cue presentation only. The empty cells occurred because several subjects did not respond before the cue on any trial early in training, whereas several subjects responded before the cue on every congruent trial late in training. We included both correct and error trials in the p(early) analysis because the results did not change materially when error trials were excluded.
We focused our analyses on response congruency effects because they were most relevant for answering our questions of interest. We collapsed over task transition (task switch or task repetition) because the results indicated that task transition effects were uninterpretable. More specifically, we obtained evidence that response selection on many trials involved either categorizing the target with respect to both tasks (via the mediated route) or performing neither task and instead using the target to retrieve an associated response from memory (via the nonmediated route). Thus, it could not be determined whether cognitive processing on any given trial reflected the nominal task transition (for further discussion, see Schneider & Logan, 2014) . On a more practical note, fewer than 10 observations would have contributed to each condition mean per subject if task transition had been included as an additional variable in the data analyses.
Training Training effects were evaluated by analyzing data from the first 20 target presentations. Mean RTs, p(early), and error rates were submitted to repeated measures ANOVAs with Response Congruency and Target Presentation Number as factors. Note that the target presentation number is equivalent to the training mini-block number because each target occurred once per mini-block. The ANOVA results are summarized in Table 1 , which indicates that all effects were significant for RT and p(early). The mean error rate was 4.5 %, and there was a response congruency effect of 5.2 %, which represented the only significant effect on error rate.
Mean RTs are plotted as a function of response congruency and target presentation number in Fig. 2 . To aid comparisons with the p(early) data, the response congruency effect is plotted as a function of target presentation number in Fig. 3 . A reliable response congruency effect can be seen starting with the first target presentation, t(23) = 3.14, SE = 55, p < .05, replicating Schneider's (2015) results with nonrepeated targets. Without target-response instances to retrieve from memory at this point, this effect represents evidence that the mediated route was used to select responses early in training. RTs became shorter as the number of presentations increased (see Fig. 2 ), but this change was greater for congruent than for incongruent targets, resulting in an increase in the response congruency effect with practice (see Fig. 3 ). The speedup for incongruent targets can be attributed to improvements in target encoding and categorization, resulting in a more efficient mediated route. The same improvements likely occurred for congruent targets, but the more pronounced speedup for congruent targets suggests the initiation and increasing involvement of the nonmediated route for response selection. With practice, a congruent target was mapped repeatedly to the same response, making the association represented more strongly in memory and speeding retrieval (Logan, 1988 (Logan, , 2002 . Consistent with previous results involving word categorization (Logan & Etherton, 1994) , the speedup for congruent targets seemed to reach asymptote after 15 presentations. A secondary analysis of the RT data that focused on sequential effects involving response congruency is reported in Appendix B.
The changes in the response congruency effect on RT were paralleled by changes in p(early), which is plotted as a function of response congruency and target presentation number in Fig. 4 . There was an increase in p(early) for congruent targets with practice, but little change in the low p(early) level for incongruent targets (see Fig. 4 ). The finding that subjects responded before cue presentation on some trials replicates Schneider and Logan (2014) and indicates that subjects engaged in advance target processing until they had completed response selection, which was not contingent on knowing the relevant task. Consequently, cognitive processing did not reflect the nominal task transition on many trials, making any task transition effects uninterpretable. The rise in p(early) for congruent targets was strongly correlated with the increase in the response congruency effect on RT (r = .99), suggesting that the nonmediated route dominated response selection by the end of training, but not ruling out a continued contribution of the mediated route. 1 Even though early responses contributed strongly to changes in the response congruency effect during training, we still observed numerical increases in the response congruency effect on RT with practice in Experiments 1 and 2 when we recalculated the means only for trials with responses that occurred after cue presentation.
Transfer Transfer effects were evaluated in two sets of analyses. The first analysis compared performance for the last training presentation and the first transfer presentation of old targets to assess the effects of the changed category-response mappings. Mean RTs, p(early), and error rates were submitted to repeated measures ANOVAs with Response Congruency and Phase (training or transfer) as factors. The ANOVA results are summarized in Table 2 , which indicates that nearly all effects were significant for RT and p(early). The mean error rate was 4.9 %, and there was a response congruency effect of 2.7 %, which represented the only significant effect on error rate.
Mean RT became longer for old targets from training to transfer (see Fig. 2 ), but the changes were similar for congruent and incongruent targets, resulting in little change to the response congruency effect (see Fig. 3 ). Consistent with the RT data, p(early) decreased initially from training to transfer (see Fig. 4 ). The modest performance decrement and stability of the response congruency effect from training to transfer suggest that the target-response instances underlying the nonmediated route involve relatively abstract response representations with information about response congruency. That is, even though the manual response to a given target changed from training to transfer, the mapping to an abstract response label (e.g., Bsame^or Bdifferent^responses across tasks) did not. The results suggest that subjects could rapidly remap this response congruency information to a different manual response without much difficulty.
The second analysis of transfer effects involved evaluating performance for old and new targets to assess the effects of target experience. Mean RTs, p(early), and error rates were submitted to repeated measures ANOVAs with Response Congruency, Target Type (old or new), and Target Presentation Number (1-4) as factors. Note that the target presentation number is equivalent to the transfer block number because each target occurred once per block. The ANOVA results are summarized in Table 3 , which indicates that all effects were significant for RT and p(early). The mean error rate was 5.4 %, and the response congruency effect of 2.2 % was marginally significant (p = .07).
RTs were similar for new and old incongruent targets, whereas RTs were longer for new than for old congruent targets (see Fig. 2 ). This difference decreased during transfer, resulting in the response congruency effect for new targets approaching the magnitude of the effect for old targets (see Fig. 3 ). Consistent with the RT data, p(early) did not differ for new and old incongruent targets during transfer, whereas it was lower for new than for old congruent targets (see Fig. 4 ). This difference decreased during transfer until the p-(early) values were nearly equivalent for new and old congruent targets. The similar results for new and old incongruent targets suggest that response selection for those targets was based primarily on the mediated route, which remained functional regardless of whether targets had been experienced. Moreover, the results are consistent with the idea that the speedup for incongruent targets during training was partly due to a general improvement in categorization, which would benefit both old and new incongruent targets during transfer and explain why the starting point for performance with new incongruent targets in transfer was better than the starting point for incongruent targets in training. The different results for new and old congruent targets suggest that response selection for those targets was based primarily on the nonmediated route, which benefited from prior experience with the old targets. However, the starting point and rapid improvement in performance for new congruent targets raise the possibility that target-response associations for new targets can be learned quickly once the nonmediated route is active, perhaps reflecting a strategic adjustment by subjects.
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was a replication of Experiment 1, except in terms of how category-response mappings changed from training to transfer. Only one category (instead of both) from the pair mapped to each response during training was remapped to the alternative response during transfer (see Fig. 1 ). Consequently, the category-response mappings changed for one task and not for the other, resulting in response congruency being reversed from training to transfer (as in Wendt & Kiesel, 2008) . Given that Experiment 1 suggested that the target-response instances underlying the nonmediated route involve response labels coding response congruency (Bsame^or Bdifferent^), we predicted that the nonmediated route's functionality would be disrupted by reversing those labels with the changed category-response mappings in the transfer phase of Experiment 2.
Method
Subjects Thirty-two students from Vanderbilt University participated for course credit. None of them had participated in Experiment 1.
Apparatus, tasks, and stimuli These were identical to the same aspects of Experiment 1.
Procedure The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1 except for how the category-response mappings changed in the transfer phase. Only one category (instead of both) from the pair mapped to each response during training was remapped to the alternative response during transfer. For example, if a subject pressed the BZ^key for living or small and the B/^key for nonliving or large during training, then he or she might press the BZ^key for living or large and the B/^key for nonliving or small during transfer (see Fig. 1 ). Thus, the category-response mappings changed for one task and not for the other, resulting in response congruency being reversed from training to transfer (i.e., a congruent target in training became incongruent in transfer, and an incongruent target in training became congruent in transfer). The task for which the category-response mappings changed was counterbalanced across subjects.
Results and discussion
As in Experiment 1, we excluded trials with RTs longer than 4, 000 ms from all analyses (1.1 % of trials) and excluded error trials from the RT analysis. We included trials with responses that occurred before cue presentation in the RT and error analyses for the reasons described earlier. We included correct and error trials in the p(early) analysis because the results did not change materially when error trials were excluded.
Training Training effects were evaluated by analyzing data from the first 20 target presentations. Mean RTs, p(early), and error rates were submitted to repeated measures ANOVAs with Response Congruency and Target Presentation Number as factors. The ANOVA results are summarized in Table 4 , which indicates that all effects were significant for RT and p(early). The mean error rate was 4.4 %, and there was a response congruency effect of 5.9 %, which represented the only significant effect on error rate.
Mean RTs are plotted as a function of response congruency and target presentation number in Fig. 5 . The response congruency effect is plotted as a function of target presentation number in Fig. 6 . We found a reliable response congruency effect starting with the first target presentation, t(31) = 4.22, SE = 53, p < .05, replicating Experiment 1 and Schneider (2015) . This effect represents further evidence that the mediated route was used to select responses early in training. RTs became shorter as the number of presentations increased (see Fig. 5 ), but this change was greater for congruent targets (which seemed to reach asymptote after 15 presentations) than for incongruent targets, resulting in an increase in the response congruency effect with practice (see Fig. 6 ). This pattern of improved performance replicates Experiment 1 and suggests that the nonmediated route was increasingly used to select responses for congruent targets as training progressed. A secondary analysis of the RT data that focused on sequential effects involving response congruency is reported in Appendix B.
The changes in the response congruency effect on RT were paralleled by changes in p(early), which is plotted as a function of response congruency and target presentation number in Fig. 7 . There was an increase in p(early) for congruent targets with practice, but little change in the low p(early) level for incongruent targets (see Fig. 7 ). The advance responding that occurred on some trials replicates Experiment 1 and Schneider and Logan (2014) , providing additional evidence that subjects engaged in advance target processing when given the opportunity to do so. The rise in p(early) for congruent targets was strongly correlated with the increase in the response congruency effect on RT (r = .99), consistent with the results of Experiment 1.
Transfer Transfer effects were evaluated in two sets of analyses. The first analysis compared performance for the last training presentation and the first transfer presentation of old targets to assess the effects of the changed category-response mappings. Mean RTs, p(early), and error rates were submitted to repeated measures ANOVAs with Response Congruency and Phase as factors. The ANOVA results are summarized in Table 5 , which indicates that all effects were significant for RT and p(early). The mean error rate was 5.0 %, and there was a response congruency effect of 5.9 %, which represented the only significant effect on error rate. Mean RT became longer for old targets from training to transfer (see Fig. 5 ), but the change was greater for congruent than for incongruent targets, resulting in a reduction in the response congruency effect (see Fig. 6 ). However, recall that response congruency was reversed from training to transfer. The labeling of the transfer data for old targets in Figs. 5 and 7 is based on the response congruency of those targets in the transfer phase, which means that the old targets labeled Bincongruent^in transfer (white circles in the right regions of the figures) are the same words that had been congruent in training (black circles in the left regions of the figures), and the old targets labeled Bcongruent^in transfer (black circles in the right regions of the figures) are the same words that had been incongruent in training (white circles in the left regions of the figures). If we were to use the original response congruency labels from training, then Fig. 6 actually shows an inverted response congruency effect for old targets during transfer, replicating Wendt and Kiesel (2008; see also Waszak et al., 2013) . The inversion in the RT data is also reflected in the p(early) data. For old targets that changed from incongruent to congruent, p(early) increased from 1.4 % in Fig. 7 Percentages of early responses, p(early), as a function of response congruency, target type (old or new), and target presentation number in Experiment 2. The broken vertical line represents the transition from training to transfer. For old targets, response congruency was reversed from training to transfer, such that the old targets labeled Bincongruent^in transfer correspond to the congruent targets in training, and the old targets labeled Bcongruent^in transfer correspond to the incongruent targets in training. For new targets, the presentations numbered 21-24 were actually Presentations 1-4 training to 20.8 % in transfer, whereas for old targets that changed from congruent to incongruent, p(early) decreased from 82.4 % in training to 6.1 % in transfer. The inversion of the response congruency effect from training to transfer is consistent with the idea that the target-response instances underlying the nonmediated route involve response representations with information about response congruency (Bsame^or Bdifferent^). In contrast with Experiment 1, this information became invalid when category-response mappings changed in Experiment 2 (e.g., a target associated with a Bsame^response label in training had to be associated with a Bdifferent^response label in transfer). The results suggest that subjects were unable to immediately rewrite the response labels, which meant that the nonmediated route continued to retrieve now-inappropriate response labels that impaired performance for previously congruent targets, yielding an inverted response congruency effect.
The second analysis of transfer effects involved evaluating performance for old and new targets to assess the effects of target experience. Mean RTs, p(early), and error rates were submitted to repeated measures ANOVAs with Response Congruency, Target Type, and Target Presentation Number as factors. The ANOVA results are summarized in Table 6 , which indicates that nearly all effects were significant for RT and p(early). The mean error rate was 5.3 %, and there was a response congruency effect of 5.9 %, which represented the only significant effect on error rate.
RTs were similar for old and new incongruent targets, whereas RTs were longer for old than for new congruent targets (see Fig. 5 ). This difference increased during transfer, resulting in the response congruency effect for new targets being larger than that for old targets (see Fig. 6 ). Consistent with the RT data, p(early) did not differ much for old and new incongruent targets during transfer, whereas p(early) was lower for old than for new congruent targets, a difference that increased during transfer (see Fig. 7 ). As in Experiment 1, the similar results for new and old incongruent targets suggest that response selection for those targets was based primarily on the mediated route, for which categorization may have become more efficient with practice. The different results for new and old congruent targets suggest different levels of consistency within the nonmediated route. For new congruent targets, memory contained a homogeneous set of target-response instances because those targets were experienced with only one set of category-response mappings, resulting in quick learning and response selection via the nonmediated route. For old congruent targets (which had been incongruent in training), memory contained a heterogeneous set of target-response instances because those targets were experienced with two sets of category-response mappings, resulting in slower (re)learning and response selection via the nonmediated route. The greater consistency within the nonmediated route for new than for old congruent targets led to a larger response congruency effect on RT and a higher p(early) value.
General discussion
The purpose of the present study was to gain a better understanding of the development and characteristics of the nonmediated route for response selection in task-switching situations. In two experiments, subjects switched between origin and size tasks performed on target words. Same-task categories were mapped to different response keys, resulting in targets that were mapped either to the same response (congruent) or to different responses (incongruent) across tasks. Focusing on response congruency, we investigated practice effects at the level of individual target presentations, transfer effects associated with changing category-response mappings, target-specific effects from comparisons of old and new targets during transfer, and the percentages of early responses associated with task-nonspecific response selection as part of advance target processing. In the following sections, we summarize and discuss the results in the context of answering our two questions of interest regarding the nonmediated route.
What is the time course of learning for the nonmediated route?
The training data were similar across experiments (see Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7) and indicate that the nonmediated route quickly became functional in response selection. RT rapidly became shorter and p(early) progressively increased for congruent targets with practice, reaching asymptotic levels after 15 presentations. These results suggest faster learning than that observed in a recent study by Forrest, Monsell, and McLaren (2014) . In their experiments, for subjects who were instructed to learn and use target-response associations, RTs for congruent targets reached asymptote after about three pairs of blocks, which corresponded to an estimated 93 presentations of each target. For subjects who were instructed about distinct categorization tasks but not explicitly told about the target-response associations, RTs for congruent targets showed more gradual improvement across five pairs of blocks, suggesting an even slower learning rate. It is possible that presenting the target before the cue in our experiments facilitated learning in the nonmediated route, as compared with presenting the cue before the target in Forrest et al.'s experiments. The utility of retrieving target-response instances from memory for selecting responses might be more salient for subjects with target-cue order (in which the target is the sole stimulus available for initial processing) than with cue-target order (in which cue processing might interact with subsequent target processing). Consequently, we think the time course of learning for the nonmediated route depends on when the stimuli are available for processing, the instructions for processing them, and other aspects of the experimental context. We suggest that our experiments may provide one of the fastest estimates of the rate of learning, which can then be compared with the estimates obtained in other experimental contexts to determine how other variables affect the learning process. Thus, we do not contend that the specific time course of learning observed in the present study can be generalized to all task-switching situations that might involve the nonmediated route; instead, we offer our observations as points for comparison with nonmediated learning under other conditions. Our results suggest that the nonmediated route became faster and contributed more to response selection for congruent targets in our experiments as the number of homogeneous target-response instances in memory increased, consistent with instance-based theories of automaticity (Logan, 1988 (Logan, , 2002 and abstractionist learning theories. The nonmediated route was likely active for incongruent targets, too, but its functionality was limited by the heterogeneous targetresponse instances in memory, which would not improve with practice. That is, learning more instances would not benefit the nonmediated route for incongruent targets because response conflict would persist throughout training. We argue that the performance improvements observed for incongruent targets reflect the increasing efficiency of target encoding and categorization via the mediated route for response selection. The reliable response congruency effect for the first target presentation represents unequivocal evidence that the mediated route was involved in performance (see Schneider, 2015) . We think the mediated route continued to play a prominent role in response selection for incongruent targets throughout training, whereas its role diminished for congruent targets as the nonmediated route became functional and faster. Thus, the training results answer our first question by showing the time course over which the nonmediated route is learned, specifically in the context of target-cue order. A more generalizable answer to the question might be provided by comparing target-cue and cue-target orders in task-switching research, which has been a fruitful endeavor both in the distant past (e.g., Bernstein & Segal, 1968; Biederman, 1973; Davis & Taylor, 1967; Shaffer, 1965 Shaffer, , 1966 and more recently (e.g., Schneider & Logan, 2014) .
Viewed through the lens of the instance theory of automaticity (Logan, 1988 (Logan, , 2002 , the mediated and nonmediated routes may operate independently and in parallel, racing against each other to select a response on each trial. Early in training, when there were few target-response instances to retrieve from memory via the nonmediated route, response selection was likely based on categorization via the mediated route. As the number of target-response instances racing to be retrieved from memory increased during training, the nonmediated route became progressively faster.
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Later in training, when many target-response instances were racing to be retrieved from memory, response selection for congruent targets was likely based mainly on retrieval via the nonmediated route, whereas the mediated route continued to be the basis of response selection for incongruent targets.
Another view of the relationship between the mediated and nonmediated routes is provided by a connectionist model proposed by Ramamoorthy and Verguts (2012) . In their model, the mediated route is represented by a pathway in which fast Hebbian learning of task instructions leads to associations between categorical target representations and response representations. The nonmediated route is represented by a pathway that involves slow Hebbian learning of direct associations between targets and responses, based on encoding regularities in the mediated route. Early in training, when target-response associations are weak in the nonmediated route, response selection is based on the mediated route. As specific targets and responses co-occur in the mediated route during training, the target-response associations in the nonmediated route gradually become stronger, presumably to a greater extent for congruent than for incongruent targets. Later in training, the target-response associations are sufficiently strong to enable fast, direct response selection via the nonmediated route. Ramamoorthy and Verguts demonstrated that their model could partially account for response congruency data from Waszak et al. (2008) that implicated the nonmediated route in task-switching performance.
As noted by Schneider and Logan (2014) , alternative dualroute models of response selection are also possible. For example, subjects may strategically choose to use one route or the other, with strategy selection modulated by past experience, such that the nonmediated route is chosen more often than the mediated route after training (Rickard, 1997) . As another example, the two routes may operate in series, with response selection by the mediated route occurring only if an initial attempt by the nonmediated route fails (Anderson, 2007; Anderson & Lebiere, 1998) . Empirical evidence beyond that provided by the present study will be needed to distinguish between these different types of dual-route models.
How are responses represented in the nonmediated route?
The transfer data for old targets differed across experiments (see Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7) in ways that indicate the nature of the response representation in the nonmediated route. In Experiment 1, in which response congruency was maintained from training to transfer, performance impairments were short-lived, and the response congruency effect remained stable for old targets. These results suggest that responses were represented in target-response instances in memory by abstract response labels coding response congruency (Bsameô r Bdifferent^responses across tasks). Evidently, these labels could be rapidly remapped to different manual responses when the category-response mappings changed, resulting in the continued functionality of the nonmediated route and preservation of the response congruency effect. In Experiment 2, in which response congruency switched from training to transfer, performance impairments were greater, and an inverted response congruency effect emerged for old targets (see Wendt & Kiesel, 2008) . These results support the idea that abstract response labels coded response congruency in target-response instances because that information became invalid when the category-response mappings changed in Experiment 2. Evidently, these labels could not be readily rewritten to reflect the switched response congruency information, resulting in impaired functionality of the nonmediated route and inversion of the response congruency effect. Thus, the transfer results answer our second question by suggesting that responses are represented in the nonmediated route by abstract response labels coding response congruency. Given that inverted response congruency effects were observed during transfer with target-cue order in the present study and with cue-target order in Wendt and Kiesel's study, we think our conclusions about the nature of response representations in the nonmediated route may generalize across stimulus orders.
Comparisons between old and new targets during transfer provide additional insight regarding the functioning of the mediated and nonmediated routes. In both experiments, RTs were shorter and p(early) was higher for new targets at the start of transfer than for old targets at the start of training (see Figs. 2, 3 , 4, 5, 6 and 7). These results can be attributed to task familiarity and improved efficiency of the mediated route, both of which also contributed to the performance changes seen for incongruent targets during training. By the end of transfer in Experiment 1, which involved only four target presentations, performance for new targets was nearly equivalent to that for old targets. The similar performance for new and old incongruent targets reflects operation of the mediated route. The rapid convergence of performance for new and old congruent targets may reflect a strategic adjustment involving the nonmediated route. That is, metacognitive monitoring of performance during training may have led subjects to realize the benefits of direct retrieval via the nonmediated route, leading them to give it more emphasis during transfer. A similar strategy adjustment may have been less effective in Experiment 2, in which the nature of the change in category-response mappings disrupted the nonmediated route for old targets. Old targets that had been congruent during training became incongruent during transfer, forcing a transition from the nonmediated to the mediated route as the principal mode of response selection. Old targets that had been incongruent during training became congruent during transfer, but the heterogeneous set of target-response instances stored in memory during training likely impaired the functionality of the nonmediated route. In contrast, new targets were not subject to any transition or impairment based on prior experience, resulting in performance for new congruent targets that exceeded that for both types of old targets by the end of transfer. Collectively, the results concerning old and new targets shed light on how the mediated and nonmediated routes operate when category-response mappings change after practice.
Conclusion
The results of the present study provide answers to two important questions about the nonmediated route for response selection in task-switching situations, particularly when advance target processing is possible. First, the training results suggest that the nonmediated route is quickly learned in the context of targetcue order and becomes increasingly involved in response selection with practice, reaching asymptotic performance after a target has been presented 15 times. This rapid rate of learning might represent a useful comparison point for evaluating learning of the nonmediated route in other experimental contexts, such as those involving cue-target order. Second, the transfer results suggest that the target-response instances underlying the nonmediated route involve abstract response labels coding response congruency. When category-response mappings change after practice, the labels can be rapidly remapped to alternative responses if response congruency is maintained (Experiment 1), but the labels cannot be readily rewritten if response congruency is switched (Experiment 2). The results also indicate that subjects can engage in advance target processing to the completion of response selection when they are given the opportunity to do so. Further research addressing the nonmediated route and its relationship with the mediated route may provide additional insight regarding how the cognitive system makes use of different avenues for selecting responses in the context of task switching.
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Appendixes
Appendix A Table 7 Appendix B
We conducted secondary analyses of the RT data from the training phase to investigate whether the response congruency effect on trial n was modulated by the response congruency on trial n -1. Previous research has shown that response congruency effects (and other compatibility effects) on trial n tend to be larger when trial n -1 was congruent than when it was incongruent (e.g., Gratton, Coles, & Donchin, 1992; Kerns et al., 2004; Kiesel, Kunde, & Hoffmann, 2006 ; for a review, see Egner, 2007) . For these analyses, we excluded the first trial of each successive pair of mini-blocks because it lacked an immediately preceding trial for assessing sequential effects. To obtain an adequate number of observations per condition, we grouped the mini-blocks into five mega-blocks representing Target Presentations 1-4, 5-8, 9-12, 13-16, and 17-20 . Mean RTs were submitted to repeated measures ANOVAs with Current Response Congruency (on trial n), Previous Response Congruency (on trial n -1), and Mega-Block as factors. For brevity, we report and discuss only the significant effects involving previous response congruency. RT on trial n was longer when trial n -1 was incongruent (1,464 ms) than when it was congruent (1,381 ms), resulting in a significant main effect of previous response congruency, F(1, 23) = 46.75, MSE = 17,792, p < .05, η p 2 = .67. The response congruency effect on trial n was larger when trial n -1 was congruent (637 ms) than when it was incongruent (538 ms), consistent with previous findings and resulting in a significant interaction between current and previous response congruency, F(1, 23) = 40.91, MSE = 7, 242, p < .05, η p 2 = .64. No other effects involving previous response congruency (including potential interactions with mega-block) were significant.
Experiment 2
RT on trial n was longer when trial n -1 was incongruent (1,357 ms) than when it was congruent (1,268 ms), resulting in a significant main effect of previous response congruency, F(1, 31) = 80.48, MSE = 15,622, p < .05, η p 2 = .72. The response congruency effect on trial n was larger when trial n -1 was congruent (735 ms) than when it was incongruent (633 ms), consistent with previous findings and resulting in a significant interaction between current and previous response congruency, F(1, 31) = 44.45, MSE = 9,366, p < .05, η p 2 = .59. No other effects involving previous response congruency (including potential interactions with mega-block) were significant.
